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Abstract

This paper presents an iterative process for blind
speaker indexing based on a HMM. This process detects
and adds speakers one after the other to the evolutive
HMM (E-HMM). The use of this HMM approach takes
advantage of the different components of AMIRAL au-
tomatic speaker recognition system (ASR system: fron-
tend processing, learning, loglikelihood ratio computing)
from LIA. The proposed solution reduces the miss detec-
tion of short utterances by exploiting all the information
(detected speakers) as soon as it is available.

The proposed system was tested onN-speakerseg-
mentation task of NIST 2001 evaluation campaign. Ex-
periments were carried out to validate the speakers de-
tection. Moreover, these tests measure the influence of
parameters used for speaker models learning.

1. Introduction

Seeking within a recording the speech sequences uttered
by a given speaker is one of the main tasks of docu-
ment indexing. Segmentation systems first detect breaks
in audio streams and then cluster in homogeneous sound
classes the segments according to those breaks.

In automatic speaker recognition, segmentation con-
sist in finding all the speakers, as well as the beginning
and the end of their contributions. The speaker segmen-
tation problem is commonly approached by two methods.

The first method (described in [1] and [2]) is com-
posed of two steps. The former locates the signal breaks
which are caused by speakers changes. The latter deter-
mines and labels the utterances using a clustering algo-
rithm.

The second method (as done in [3] and [1]) uses an
automatic speaker recognition (ASR) system. Breaks
detections and clustering tasks are carried out simulta-
neously. The system has to determine speakers present
within a given message as well as the utterances of each
of them.
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No a priori information on speakers is used in these
two approaches,i.e. the speaker models have to be built
during the process. Therefore these methods are well
adapted to the tasks of blind segmentation.

In this article, we propose a system adapted from the
second method for blind segmentation tasks. The conver-
sation is modeled by a Markov Model (like [3]). During
the segmentation process, the Markov Model is expanded
with each new detection of sound class.

The proposed system was tested onN-speakerseg-
mentation task of NIST 2001 evaluation campaign [9]
which uses the CALLHOME database. The experiments
in this paper are done using a half of this database to se-
lect the best fitting parameters for speaker models learn-
ing. The other half remains to validate the choice of those
parameters.

2. Segmentation model

2.1. Structure of the segmentation model

The signal to segment consists in a sequence of observa-
tion vectorsO = (o1, o2, ..., oT ).

The changes of sound classes are represented by a
hidden Markov model (HMM). In this application the
sound classes represent a speaker. Each HMM state char-
acterize a class of sound and their transitions model the
changes of classes.

The HMM λ is defined by(E,A, B) :

• Let E = {1, 2, ..., N} be a set of states.

• Let A = {ai,j} be a set of transition probabilities
between the states.

• Let B be the set of{bi}. Let the statei be asso-
ciated with a sound modelCi of the sound class
Ci. Each statei is then associated with a setbi

of emission probabilities according toCi. Let ot

be an observation fromO, bi(ot) is the probability
calculated fromCi for ot.

The HMM is fully connected.



Transition probabilities are established according to
a set of rules complying with the three following condi-
tions: 

∀i, ai,i = γ

∀(i, j), i 6= j, ai,j = 1−γ
N−1

0 < γ < 1

(1)

2.2. Detection of sound classes and segmentation
model building

The Segmentation model is generated by an iterative pro-
cess, which detected and added a new statei at each stage
(i.e. i). We refer to evolutive HMM as E-HMM [4].

At the process initialization stagei = 1 figure 2,
HMM is λ1 = (E1, A1, B1). E1 = {1} is composed
of a single state ”1”, which is associated with a sound
model C1(1) learned from the whole signalO. At the
end of the initialization process, a first trivial segmenta-
tion s1 = (s1

1, ..., s
1
T ) = (1, ..., 1) is generated. In fact,

each observationoi is simply labeled with the only sound
classC1. This segmentations1 is composed of a single
segment which will be challenged at the following stages.

Figure 1: Diagram of the segmentation process.

The process (e.g. stage 2 & 3 figure 2) is divided in 4
steps (figure 1) for each stagei (i > 1) :

Step 1 A new statei is added to the setEi−1 (Ei =
Ei−1 ∪ i). Transition probabilities are adapted to
take into account the new number of states. Then,
the new HMMλi = (Ei, Ai, Bi−1) is obtained.

Step 2 The sound modelCi is estimated from a subset
of observation2 (or, or+1, ..., or+t). r is selected
such as :

r = ArgMax
j∈L

j+t∏
k=j

b1(ok)


L = {j ∈ {1, ..., T}|si−1

j = si−1
j+1 = ... = si−1

j+t = 1}
(2)

then,r ∈ L is the rank of the subset
(or, or+1, ..., or+t) maximizing the probabilities
product for the sound classC1.

Moreover, the segmentationsi is computed: the
subset (or, or+1, ..., or+t) is relabeled to the
sound classCi. si

j = si−1
j ∀j /∈ {r, ..., r + t}

si
r = si

r+1 = ... = si
r+t = i

(3)

1C1 is the sound model for the not yet detected speakers (i.e. all).
2In this work, each subset has a 3 sec. duration (i.e.t is fixed).

Step 3 In this step, the process iteratively adapts the pa-
rameters of HMMλi :

(a) For eachk in {1, ..., i}, the sound modelCk

is adapted according to data which were af-
fected to it in the segmentationsi.

(b) The setBi of emission probabilities are re-
computed.

(c) Viterbi algorithm is applied to obtain a new
version of segmentationsi according to the
HMM.
The Viterbi pathP (si|Ai, Bi, O) is com-
puted.

P (si|Ai, Bi, O) = bsi
1
(o1)×

T∏
j=2

(asi
j−1,si

j
×bsi

j
(oj))

(4)
If a gain is observed between two loops in
3, the process returns to(a)

Step 4 Lastly, the stop criterion is assessed: if

P (si|Ai, Bi, O) > P (si−1|Ai, Bi−1, O) (5)

then a new stage starts back to step ”1”.

Note: the probability ofsi−1 is reestimated with
the transitionAi of the modelλi, because topolo-
gies of segmentation modelsλi andλi−1 must be
comparable.

3. Automatic Speaker recognition System

The sound models and emission probabilities are calcu-
lated by the AMIRAL ASR system developed at LIA
[5]. Emission probabilities are computed on fixed-length
blocks of 0.3 second. Each emission probability is nor-
malized by the world model.

Acoustic parameterization (16 cepstral coefficients
and 16∆-cepstral coefficients) is carried out using the
SPRO module developed by the ELISA consortium3 [10].

The sound classes are modeled by gaussian mixture
models (GMM) with 128 components and diagonal co-
variance matrices [7], adapted from a background model.

The sound modelC is first estimated over a sub-
sequence of 3 seconds (sec. 2.2 - Step 2). Then, the sound
modelC is adapted from the segments which are labeled
by the sound classC (sec. 2.2 - Step 3a).

The adaptation scheme for training speaker models is
based on themaximum a posteriorimethod (MAP). For
each Gaussiang, Meanµg of sound modelC is a lin-
ear combination between the estimatedµ̂g and the corre-
sponding meanµW

g in background modelW . Meanµ̂g

3ELISA consortium is composed of European research laboratories
which work on a common platform. Members of ELISA for the partici-
pation to NIST 2001 is : ENST (France), IRISA (France), LIA (France),
RMA (Belgium).



Figure 2: Example of segmentation for a 2 speakers test.

is estimated according to the data of sound classC :
µg = αµW

g + (1− α)µ̂g

α > 0
(6)

Neither the weights, nor covariance matrices are
adapted. The sound modelC uses the weights and co-
variance matrices of the background model.

4. Experiments

The proposed approach was experimented on theN-
speakerssegmentation task during NIST 2001 evaluation
campaign [9]. The results are shown in sec. 4.5. More-
over, development experiments on learning method are
reported in sec. 4.4.

4.1. Databases

N-speakersevaluation corpus (described in [8] and [9]) is
composed of 500 conversational speech tests drawn from
CALLHOME corpus. Tests of varying length (< 10 min-
utes) are taken from 6 languages. The exact number of
speakers is not provided (but is less than 10).

The NIST Corpus is divided in two parts of 250 tests
namedDevandEva.

NIST provided a separate development corpus
(namedtrain ch) composed of 48 conversational speech
samples extracted from CALLHOME corpus. The
train ch corpus permitted to learn the background model
(wld ch).

A second separate development data set (train sb)
is composed of 472 trials made of up to 100 speakers
from Switchboard 2.train sbpermitted to learn the back-
ground modelwld sb.

4.2. Experiments

Experiments were carried out to estimate the influence
of α parameter of MAP learning, applied on bothwld ch
andwld sbbackground models.

Moreover, a reference experiment based on a trivial
segmentation (only one segment) namedtrivial is gener-
ated.

The results are obtained with parameters:

• The transition probabilities are estimated withγ =
0.6 (Eq. 1).

• The MAP parameters (Eq. 6) are:

α ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}

4.3. Scoring measures

Two evaluation measures are considered:

• The meanmdiff of differences between the esti-
mated number of speakersen and the real number
of speakersrn in the testn.

mdiff =
∑N

n=1 en − rn

N
(7)

• NIST speaker segmentation scoring is described in
[9]. Scoring is computed on the NIST reference
segments with only one speaker speaking. This
score corresponds to a segmentation error.

4.4. Results

In order to compare the influence ofα parameter, figures
3 and 4 are shown respectively the segmentation scores
and the meanmdiff obtained with both background mod-
els. The best results are presented in tables 1 and 2 (re-
spectively forDevandEva).

The results onEva corpus is close to the results ob-
tained onDevcorpus.

When the weight is close to 1, the result becomes
equivalent to the trivial segmentation. The systems
mainly attribute the data to only one class, besides the
process does not add new speaker models (mdiff is near
-1.5).

When the weight is 0, the adaptation learning be-
comes equivalent to a EM-ML training with one iteration
[6], but initialized using the corresponding background
model. This weight gives the best result (24.01%) for
the wld sb background model. Although sufficient data
is provided to compute background model, thetrain sb
data is very different from the data of CALLHOME cor-
pus (DevandEva).

The background modelwld cl take advantage of the
MAP learning method. The best result (25.5%) is ob-
tained for anα = 0.3. Few data is used to learn this back-
ground model which is not efficient to generalizeDevand
Evadata of CALLHOME corpus.

For both background models, the meanmdiff of dif-
ferences between the estimated number of speakers and
the real number of speakers is quite good (near 0.5 for
best results withwld chandwld sb).

Figure 3: NISTN-speakerssegmentation score (%): in-
fluence ofα parameter.



Corpus background model α score (%) mdiff

Dev wld sb 0 24.01 0.58
Dev wld ch 0.3 25.50 0.71

Table 1: Best results for the background models

Corpus background model α score (%) mdiff

Eva wld sb 0 23.42 0.54
Eva wld ch 0.3 25.17 0.44

Table 2: Validation of the results obtain on Dev Corpus

Figure 4: NISTN-speakersmdiff : influence ofα param-
eter on MAP.

4.5. NIST 2001 results

Two systems were presented to NIST 2001N-speaker
segmentation. They usewld sb background model to
adapt speaker models with anα parameter equal to 0. The
difference between the system is the value ofγ parame-
ter used to compute HMM transition probabilities. In the
first systemLIA10, γ is equal to 0.6, In the second one,
γ = 0.5.

Note: α andγ parameter was estimated before NIST
2001 ontrain chcorpus according to the evaluation rules.

Tables 3 and 4 show the results ofLIA10 andLIA20
as well as the results of thetrivial segmentation.

Tables 3 show the scores computed by the number
of speakers present. Systems are well adapted for tests
where a lot of speakers speak. The number of speaker are
detected correctly. However the scores (22% and 24%) is
close to the score of thetrivial system (26%) for 2 speak-
ers tests.

LIA10 andLIA20 scores is almost equal for the dif-
ferent speaker languages. The chosen learning method is
well adapted when speaker language is unknown.

5. Summary

In this article, the segmentation system uses an evolutive
HMM to model the conversation and to determine au-
tomatically the sound classes present in messages. The
approach is based on an iterative algorithm which de-
tects and adds the sound models one by one. At each
stage, a segmentation is proposed, according to available
knowledge. This segmentation is called into question at
the following iteration until the optimal segmentation is
reached.

Within sight of the results, the system behaves satis-
factorily. Experiments showed that MAP training is well
adapted for the selected task of segmentation. As for the

weight between the background and the estimated sound
model, it has a influence on the segmentation error.

Further work will focus on this two points, by adapt-
ing the background model data of CALLHOME to the
SWITCHBOARD background model and by introducing
an explicit duration model into the HMM to improve the
speaker detection.
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System Dev+EvaFiles 2-spkrs 3-spkrs 4-spkrs 5-spkrs 6-spkrs 7-spkrs
500 303 136 43 10 6 2

trivial 38 26 39 49 50 56 61

LIA10 24 22 25 23 30 35 37
LIA20 24 24 24 22 29 38 34

Table 3: NIST 2001 % scores forN-speakersegmentation task by speakers number in each test

System arabic english german japanese mandarin spanish
95 56 67 68 118 96

trivial 40 24 30 33 42 42

LIA10 24 23 19 26 25 26
LIA20 22 26 24 26 24 25

Table 4: NIST 2001 % scores forN-speakersegmentation task by different languages


